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INTRODUCTION
The CCTV pipeline inspection is specifically used 
for precise TV detection of interior conditions of 
drainage pipelines, known as ‘pipeline CCTV 
detection’ in the industry.  MSDI provides the 
best pipeline periscopes and robots for real-
time image monitoring, recording, video playback, 
snapshot and video file storage, so that the interior 
conditions of pipelines can be evaluated in a high 
resolution and safety manner without personal 
entry into the pipelines during maintenance and 
repair programs.

APPLICATIONS
Applicable for inspections for water supplies, 
industrial, gas and petroleum pipelines.

WINNING FEATURES
1. Notebook computer can be chosen by 

customers as computer control system with 
built-in data collection analysis software

2. Wireless controlled pipeline robot

3. Front and rear sights can be displayed 
on the same display interface at the same 
time to evaluate interior pipeline conditions 
completely

4. Camera Resolution : Front sight is 4 Million 
pixels ; Rear sight is 1 Million pixels   

5. Front s ight is  conf igured with 12 LED 
spotlights and 6 LED floodlights

PARAMETERS
1. Large pipe diameter - the crawler  is 

designed on the basis of quick disassembly 
and suitable for the following pipe diameter: 
200-3000 mm

2. Quick disassembly suitable - the crawler 
can be quickly disassembled into crawler main 
body and lifting part. The crawler main body 
can be used together with a rotating camera 
lens to suit smaller pipe diameter

3. Two-core cablend lifting part - two-core 
cable has stronger tensile and bending 
resistance which greatly reduces joint failure 
rates to suit smaller pipe diameter 

M-CTV001 
PIPE ROBOT

M-CTV001 
管道閉路電視檢測系統
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Coiler 電纜盤
Cable length 150m
Cable diameter <6.5mm
Retractable matching A four-gear speed option is provided to meet the line lengths when 

the crawler is assembled with different walking wheels so as to protect 
the crawler and the cable to the utmost extent

Operating temperature -10oC ~ +50oC.
Weight 35kg (w/ 120m) rod

Crawler 爬行器
Protection IP68, can be used in 10m water depth, airtight protection, built-in 

pressure sensor, pressure indicator
Pipeline diameter 200mm-3000mm
Detection distance 150m
Material Brass, stainless steel, aluminum alloy
Drive Dual 90W DC motor, 6-wheels drive, maximum travel speeds up to 

32m/min

Rotary Lens 鏡頭
Lens rotation Electric rotation, 360° radial limitless rotation, 2*135 upward and 

downward rotation, one click for reset
Imaging system Color 1/3'', 4 million pixels (2592*1520) CMOS, viewing angle 6.7°- 

68°, sensitivity 0.1 Lux
Protection IP68
Rear-view lens resolution 1280*720 (1 million pixels)
Crash protection Protected by U-shaped protective frame

Main Controller 控制系統
Configuration Any available notebook computer as control system with built-in data 

collection analysis software
Control type Wireless
Status display Real-time display of date and time, travel distance, crawling attitude
Reporting A report can be automatically generated at the end of the detection 

at one click, and there is no need to import the video into analysis 
software for defect interpretation and analysis

Standards Standard support: The software supports the following four standards 
at the same time: CJJ181-2012, the standard issued by Beijing Drainage 
Group Co., Ltd, Shanghai standard and Guangzhou standard

M-CTV001 PIPE ROBOT
M-CTV001 管道閉路電視檢測系統




